
MINIMAL GEODESICS ON GROUPS OFVOLUME-PRESERVING MAPS ANDGENERALIZED SOLUTIONS OF THEEULER EQUATIONSYann Brenier�
Abstrat.The three-dimensional motion of an inompressible invisid uid is las-sially desribed by the Euler equations, but an also be seen, followingArnold [1℄, as a geodesi on a group of volume-preserving maps. Loal ex-istene and uniqueness of minimal geodesis have been established by Ebinand Marsden [16℄. In the large, for a large lass of data, the existene ofminimal geodesis may fail, as shown by Shnirelman [26℄. For suh data,we show that the limits of approximate solutions are solutions of a suitableextension of the Euler equations or, equivalently, as sharp measure-valuedsolutions to the Euler equations in the sense of DiPerna and Majda [14℄.1. Problems and results.1.1. Lagrangian desription of inompressible uids.Let D be the unit ube [0; 1℄d in Rd (or the at torus Td = Rd=Zd), letT > 0 be a �nite �xed time and set Q = [0; T ℄�D. The veloity �eld of aninompressible uid moving inside D is mathematially de�ned as a timedependent, square integrable, divergene-free and parallel to the boundary�D vetor �eld u. Let us denote by V the vetor spae of all suh vetor �edshaving a suÆient smoothness, say ontinuous in (t; x) 2 Q and Lipshitz�Universit�e Paris 6 et ENS, DMI, 45 rue d'ULM, 75230 Paris Cedex, Frane.1



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONSontinuous in x, uniformly in t. For eah u 2 V and eah a 2 D, wean de�ne, aording to the Cauhy-Lipshitz theorem, a unique trajetoryt 2 [0; T ℄! gu(t; a) 2 D bygu(0; a) = a; �tgu(t; a) = u(t; gu(t; a)):At eah time t, the map gu(t) = gu(t; :) belongs to G(D), the group (withrespet to the omposition rule) of all homeomorphisms h of D that areLebesgue measure-preserving in the senseZD f(h(x))dx = ZD f(x)dx (1)for all ontinuous funtions f on D. This set is inluded in S(D), the semi-group of all Borel maps h of D that satisfy (1). We denote by GV (D) theset fgu(T ); u 2 V; T > 0g and all target eah of its elements h.1.2. Minimal geodesis and the Euler equations.We disuss the following minimization problem : reah a given target h ata given time T > 0 with a �eld u 2 V of minimal energyK(u) = 12 ZQ ju(t; x)j2dtdx (2)(where we denote by j:j the Eulidean norm in Rd). In other words, �nd aminimizer for I(h) = inffK(u); u 2 V; gu(T ) = hg: (3)This amounts to look for a minimal geodesis onneting the identity mapto h on the in�nite dimensional pseudo-Lie group GV (D) equipped withthe pseudo-Riemannian struture inherited from the Hilbert spae L2(D)d.This follows from the identityK(u) = Z T0 ZD 12 j�tgu(t; a)j2dtda:We refer to [1℄, [16℄, [26℄, [2℄ for more details on this geometrial setting. The(formal) Euler-Lagrange equation of this minimization problem is nothingbut the Euler equation of inompressible uids (for whih we refer to [11℄,[12℄, [19℄,[20℄, [22℄, et...), namelyr:u = 0; �tu+r:(u
 u) +rp = 0 (4)2



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONS(where we denote by a:b the inner produt of two vetors a, b in Rd , by a
btheir tensor produt and by r = (�1; :::; �d) the spatial partial derivatives),for some salar �eld p = p(t; x), whih physially is the pressure �eld. Inpartiular, one an show that, if (u; p) is a smooth solution to the Eulerequation, then, for T > 0 suÆiently small and h = gu(T ), I(h) is ahievedby u and only by u. (This is true as soon as �T 2 < �2, where � is thesupremum on Q of the largest eigenvalue of the hessian matrix of p. See[7℄, for instane, and Theorem 2..4 in the present paper.) So, the researhof minimal geodesis is an alternative to the more lassial initial valueproblem to study the Euler equations. (Of ourse, a better alternativewould be to look for all ritial points of u! K(u) on V , when gu(T ) andT > 0 are presribed, not only the minima.)1.3. Non existene of minimal geodesis.The lassial paper of Ebin and Marsden [16℄ shows that, if h belongs to asuÆiently small neighborhood of the identity map for a suitable Sobolevnorm, then there is a unique minimal geodesi onneting h and the identitymap. However, in the large, a striking result of Shnirelman [26℄ shows that,for D = [0; 1℄3 and for a large lass of data, there is no minimal geodesi.The argument is easy to explain. It is natural to denote by V3 the vetorspae V and V2 the subspae of all planar vetor �elds, of the formu(t; x) = (u1(t; x1; x2); u2(t; x1; x2); 0):We onsider data h = gu(T ) where u 2 V2. They neessarily are of the formh(x1; x2; x3) = (H(x1; x2); x3). We respetively denote by I3(h) = I(h) andI2(h) the in�mum of K on V3 and V2. Of ourse I2(h) � I3(h). Assume thatI2(h) > I3(h) (whih is possible [26℄,[28℄). Let us onsider a �eld u 2 V3suh that K(u) < I2(h). The third omponent u3 annot be identiallyequal to 0. Indeed, if u3 = 0, then, for every �xed x3, u(:; :; :; x3) belongs toV2, and therefore K(u) = Z 10 K(u(:; :; :; x3))dx3 � I2(h):We an resale u by setting �(x3) = min(2x3; 2� 2x3),~ui(t; x) = ui(t; x1; x2; �(x3))3



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONSfor i = 1; 2, and ~u3(t; x) = �0(x3)�1u3(t; x1; x2; �(x3)):This new �eld ~u still belongs to V3 and reahes h at time T , but with anenergy stritly smaller thanK(u). So, I(h) an never be ahieved, and, sinethe resaling proess an be iterated as often as we wish, we see that allminimizing sequenes must generate small sales in the vertial diretion,whih gives way to homogenization and weak onvergene tehniques todesribe their limits.1.4. Approximate solutions.Let us introdue the following de�nition of approximate solutions :De�nition 1..1 For � > 0, we say that a �eld u� 2 V is an � solution ifK(u�) + 12� jjgu�(T ) � hjj2L2(D) � I�(h) + �;where I�(h) = inffK(u) + 12� jjgu(T )� hjj2L2(D); u 2 V g: (5)We also de�ne I(h) = lim�!0 I�(h) = sup� I�(h): (6)From the de�nitions, we get0 � I�(h) � I(h) � I(h) � +1:Of ourse, � solutions di�er from minimizing sequenes sine they don'texatly math the �nal onditions. Observe that eah minimizing sequeneis also a sequene of �n solutions for an appropriate sequene �n ! 0, if andonly if I(h) = I(h). Aording to Shnirelman's papers [26℄,[28℄, this holdstrue for all h 2 GV ([0; 1℄d) when d � 3, but may fail if d = 2. (This is adiret onsequene of the group property of GV (D) and of the key resultof Shnirelman showing that h ! I(h) is ontinous on GV (D) with respetto the L2 norm if and only if d � 3.) Notie that the onept of � solutionis less sensitive to the hoie of the vetor spae V than the onept ofminimizing sequenes, and makes sense when the target h only belongs tothe L2 losure of GV (D), whih is known to be the whole semi-group S(D).(See a detailed proof in [23℄.) 4



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONS1.5. Measure-valued solutions to the Euler equations.The existene of global weak solutions to the initial value problem, for theEuler equations (4) in dimension 3, is unknown. (Notie however that Lions[19℄ has reently introdued a new onept of solutions, the so-alled dissi-pative solutions, whih are globally de�ned for any initial veloity �eld ofbounded energy, are weak limits of the Leray solutions to the Navier-Stokesequations when the visosity tends to 0 and oinide with the unique loalsmooth solution to the Euler equations when the initial ondition is smooth.)About ten years ago, DiPerna and Majda introdued an extended notionof solutions for the Euler equations, the so alled measure-valued solutions,[14℄, based on a onept of generalized funtions, introdued by Young [30℄for the alulus of variations and usually alled Young's measures, that Tar-tar had shown to be a relevant tool in the �eld of non linear evolution PDEs[29℄. DiPerna and Majda's measure-valued solutions an be desribed inthe following way (up to the important energy onentration phenomenon,widely disussed in [14℄ and here negleted). They are nonnegative mea-sures �(t; x; �) of time, spae and veloity variables (t; x; �) 2 R+ �D � R3satisfying the moment equationsZ �(t; x; d�) = 1; (7)rx: Z ��(t; x; d�) = 0; (8)�t Z ��(t; x; d�) +rx: Z � 
 ��(t; x; d�) +rxp(t; x) = 0; (9)for a distribution p(t; x), that an be interpreted as the pressure �eld. Theusual weak solutions to the Euler equations orrespond to the speial asewhen � is a Dira measure in �. Just by using the natural bound on thekineti energy (without any ontrol on the vortiity �eld), DiPerna andMajda obtained global measure-valued solutions from the global weak Leraysolutions to the 3 dimensional Navier-Stokes equations, by letting go to zerothe visosity parameter. Unfortunately, (7),(8),(9) are not a omplete set ofequations to haraterize these measure-valued solutions, sine they involveonly their �rst moments in �. Let us mention a related onept of relaxedsolutions, due to Duhon and Robert [15℄, whih is more preise but doesnot lead to any global existene result.Our goal is to perform a similar analysis, this time in a variational ontext,for the researh of minimal geodesis when the existene of a (lassial)5



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONSsolution fails. A �rst attempt was made in [4℄ and, later, in [5℄, with a purelyLagrangian onept of Young's measures, the so-alled generalized ows. (Ageneralized inompressible ow is de�ned as a Borel probability measure �on the produt spae 
 = D[0;T ℄ of all paths t 2 [0; T ℄ ! !(t) 2 D, suhthat eah projetion �t, for 0 � t � T is the Lebesgue measure on D andthe kineti energy, namelyZ
 Z T0 12 j!0(t)j2dtd�(!)is �nite. We reently disovered that this onept had been already used byShelukhin, in a slightly di�erent framework [25℄.) In that setting, we provedthe existene of generalized solutions [4℄ and both existene and uniquenessof a pressure gradient, linked to them through a suitable Poisson equation[5℄, but we failed in obtaining for them a omplete set of equations beyondthe lassial Euler equations (see also [7℄). Suh an ahievement is madepossible in the present paper to desribe the limit of � solutions as � ! 0,thanks to a di�erent (but related) onept of Young's measures, with bothLagrangian and Eulerian features, and, thanks to an appropriate regularityresult on the pressure gradient. So, in some sense, we obtain sharpmeasure-valued solutions to the Euler equations.1.6. The main result.It is onvenient to make a lear distintion between the partile label andtheir initial loation in D. The partile label is denoted by a and belongsto a metri ompat spae A with a Borel probability measure da. For theproofs of subsetion 3.8., the most onvenient hoie is A = T, where da isthe Lebesgue measure. It is then possible to hoose i as a Borel isomorphismtransporting the Lebesgue measure from T to D. (Namely, i is one-to-oneup to a negligible set, and, for all ontinuous funtion f on D,ZD f(x)dx = ZTf(i(a))da:This is always possible, see [24℄, for instane.) We denote by Q0 the ompatmetri spae Q � A, we onsider the spae of all Borel measures on Q0,namely the dual spae of C(Q0) (the spae of all ontinuous funtion f onQ0), with its (sequential) weak-* topology. Aording to the irumstanes,we denote by< �; f >=< �(t; x; a); f(t; x; a) >= ZQ0 f(t; x; a)d�(t; x; a) = ZQ0 fd�;6



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONSthe pairing of a measure � and a ontinuous funtion f . We are now readyto state our main result :Theorem 1..2 Assume that d = 3, D = [0; 1℄3, Q = [0; T ℄ � D and thetarget h 2 S(D) satis�esh(x1; x2; x3) = (H(x1; x2); x3); x 2 [0; 1℄3; (10)for some H 2 S([0; 1℄2). Theni) I(h) � 3T�1 and K(u�)! I(h) for every � solution u� as �! 0;ii) There exists a unique distribution rp(t; x) in the interior of Q, dependingonly on h, suh that, for every � solution�tu� + (u�:r)u� +rp! 0; (11)in the sense of distributions in the interior of Q;iii) rp is a loally bounded measure in the interior of Q;iv) The respetively nonnegative and vetor-valued measures on Q0�(t; x; a) = Æ(x�gu�(t; i(a))); m�(t; x; a) = u�(t; x)Æ(x�gu�(t; i(a))); (12)have weak-* luster points (;m). For eah of them, the measure m isabsolutely ontinuous with respet to , with a vetor-valued density v 2L2(Q0; d)d, so that m = v, and the following equations are satis�edZA (t; x; da) = 1; (13)�t+rx:m = 0; (14)�t(v) +rx:(v 
 v) + rxp = 0; (15)in the sense of distributions in the interior of Q0, where  is a natural exten-sion of , for whih the produt (t; x; a)rxp(t; x) is well de�ned. Moreover(0; x; a) = Æ(x� i(a)); (T; x; a) = Æ(x� h(i(a))) (16)and the kineti energy ZD�A 12 jv(t; x; a)j2(t; dx; da) (17)is time independent, with value I(h)=T .7



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONSRemark 1.The measure  may naturally be onsidered as an element of the dual spaeof L1(dxdt; C(A)) (the vetor spae of all Lebesgue integrable funtion of(t; x) 2 Q with values in the spae C(A) of all ontinuous funtion on A)and (t; x; a) = limÆ!0 Z +1=2�1=2 d� Z (t; x� 2�Æe� Æy; a)(y)dy; (18)holds true for the weak-* topology, when Æ ! 0, for any �xed e 2 Rd andany nonnegative smooth radial ompatly supported molli�er  on Rd . Itwill be shown that  an be de�ned in a similar way by(t; x; a) = limÆ!0 Z +1=2�1=2 d� Z (t; x� 2�Æe� Æy; a)(y)dy; (19)for the weak-* topology of the dual spae of L1(jrpj; C(A)) (the vetorspae of all jrpj integrable funtion of (t; x) 2 Q with values in the spaeC(A) of all ontinuous funtion on A). This shows that (t; x; a) oinidewith (t; x; a), as a probability measure (in a), for almost every (t; x) withrespet to the regular part of jrpj and is its natural extension to the singularset of jrpj. Then, the produt rp makes sense. Notie that a similarmultipliation problem has been suessfully handled by Majda and Zheng[21℄ for the Vlasov-Poisson system with singular initial onditions (eletronsheets).Remark 2.The limit measures (;m) are similar to Young's measures [30℄, [29℄, with adouble harater, both Eulerian and Lagrangian, through their dependeneon both x (the Eulerian variable) and a (the Lagrangian variable). Equa-tions (14), (15), (13) form a omplete set of equations for (;m). Theseequations are already known in the mathematial modelling of quasineutralplasmas [8℄,[17℄,[18℄ but the study of the orresponding initial value prob-lem is widely open, even for short time and smooth data (see [18℄ for partialresults).We may also onsider eah partile label a as a phase label, (:; :; a) andv(:; :; a) as the orresponding onentration and veloity �elds. Then, weget a multiphase ow model, with a ontinuum of phases, labelled by a 2 A.For a disrete label a = 1; :::; N , we would reover a lassial rude model8



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONSof N phase ows [10℄. This disrete model has been already studied froma variational point of view in [6℄. As a matter of fat, some of the proofsof [6℄ an be straightforwardly extended to the ontinuous ase and will bereprodued (with few hanges), for the seek of ompleteness, in the presentpaper (subsetions 3.2. and 3.3.).Remark 3.With eah solution (;m) of Theorem 1..2, we may assoiate a measure-valued solution �, in the sense of DiPerna and Majda, by settingZQ�Rd f(t; x; �)d�(t; x; �) = ZQ0 f(t; x; v(t; x; a))d(t; x; a); (20)for every ontinuous funtion f on Q� Rd , with at most quadrati growthas � ! 1 (sine v 2 L2(Q0; d)d). Equations (7),(8),(9) are automatiallyenfored, sine they are nothing but (13),(14), (15), the two last one beingaveraged in a on A, with an obvious loss of information. So, the solutions(;m) of Theorem 1..2 may be onsidered as sharpmeasure-valued solutionsto the Euler equations.Remark 4.The uniqueness and the partial regularity of the pressure gradient are strik-ing properties, ertainly due the variational nature of our problem. For theinitial value problem, there is no evidene at all that the pressure gradi-ent should be a loally bounded measure in the large. The non uniquenessof the luster points (;m) is not surprising, sine, already in the lassialframework, I(h) may be ahieved by two di�erent �elds u. For instane,for d = 2, D the unit disk, T = � and h(x) = �x, I(h) is ahieved byboth u(x1; x2) = (�x2; x1) and �u. (Notie that the pressure is the samefor both, namely rp(x) = x.) It would be interesting to see whether ornot the uniqueness of the pressure gradient in the lassial framework anbe obtained by using only lassial arguments (without refering to weakonvergene tools). 9



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONSRemark 5.Some families of (stationary) solutions (u�; p�) to the Euler equations be-have in the same way as the � solutions disussed in Theorem 1..2. Let usonsider, for instane,u�(x) = (� os(x1) sin(��1x2); � sin(x1) os(��1x2); 0);p�(x) = �14(os(2x1) + �2 os(2��1x2)):As �! 0, the pressure �eld strongly onverges (with bounded seond orderderivatives) toward p(x) = �14 os(2x1):Meanwhile, the veloity �eld gets more and more osillatory and the mea-sures (�; m�) de�ned by (12) onverge to a solution (;m) of equations (13),(14), (15). A seond example isu�(x) = exp(�x21 + x222 )~u�(x);~u�(x) = (os(��1x3); sin(��1x3); [�x1 os(��1x3) + x2 sin(��1x3)℄�);for whih the pressure is not even � dependentp(x) = �12 exp(�x21 � x22):2. Main steps of the proof.2.1. Reformulation of the minimal geodesi problem.The �rst step is the omplete reformulation of our problem in terms of themeasures  and m assoiated with u 2 V through(t; x; a) = Æ(x� gu(t; i(a))) (21)and m(t; x; a) = u(t; x)(t; x; a) = �tgu(t; i(a))Æ(x� gu(t; i(a))): (22)10



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONSWe automatially get (14). The initial and �nal loations of the partilesan be inluded in the weak form of this equation byZQ0(�tf(t; x; a)d(t; x; a) +rxf(t; x; a):dm(t; x; a)) (23)= ZA(f(T; h(i(a)); a)� f(0; i(a); a))da;for every f 2 C(Q0) suh that both �tf and rxf are ontinuous on Q0. Theinompressibility ondition an be expressed byZQ0 f(t; x)d(t; x; a) = ZQ f(t; x)dtdx; (24)for every ontinuous funtion f on Q, that is RA (t; x; da) = 1. Now, an ele-mentary alulation shows that we an (abusively) rewrite K(u) = K(;m),withK(;m) = sup(F;�) ZQ0(F (t; x; a)d(t; x; a) + �(t; x; a):dm(t; x; a)); (25)where the supremum is taken among all ontinuous funtions F and � onQ0, with values respetively in R and Rd , suh thatF (t; x; a) + 12 j�(t; x; a)j2 � 0; (26)pointwise.So, the minimization problem beomesI(h) = inf(;m) sup(�;p)L(;m; �; p); (27)where the Lagrangian L is given byL(;m; �; p) = K(;m)� ZQ0[�t�(t; x; a) + p(t; x)℄d(t; x; a) (28)� ZQ0 rx�(t; x; a):dm(t; x; a)+ ZA(�(T; h(i(a)); a)� �(0; i(a); a))da+ ZQ p(t; x)dtdx;and measures , m are supposed to be of form (21),(22).11



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONS2.2. Introdution of a relaxed problem.If we relax onditions (21),(22), we get a onvex minimization problem seton the spae of measures (;m) (namely the dual spae of C(Q0)�C(Q0)d) :minimize K(;m) (de�ned by (25)) subjet to (23), (24). We denote byI�(h) 2 [0;+1℄ the in�mum. Of ourse, I�(h) � I(h). Then, we set :De�nition 2..1 An admissible solution is a pair of measures (;m) satis-fying K(;m) < +1, (23) and (24). An optimal solution is an admissiblesolution (;m) suh that K(;m) = I�(h).The �niteness of K(;m) < +1 is enough to enfore that  is a nonnegativemeasure positive on Q0, m is absolutely ontinuous with respet to , andits (vetor-valued) density v = v(t; x; a) is square integrable Q0 with respetto  : m(t; x; a) = v(t; x; a)(t; x; a); (29)K(;m) = ZQ0 12 jv(t; x; a)j2d(t; x; a): (30)(This will be shown in subsetion 3.2..) In subsetion 3.1., we prove :Proposition 2..2 Let D = [0; 1℄d and h 2 S([0; 1℄d). Then, there is alwaysan admissible solution (;m) andI�(h) � K(;m) � dT�1 (31)The study of the relaxed problem, in subsetions 3.2., 3.3., 3.4., 3.5., leadsto :Theorem 2..3 Let D = [0; 1℄d and h 2 S(D). Then there is at least oneoptimal solution (;m) to the relaxed problem. We have m = v with v 2L2(Q0; d)d, equations (14), (13) and initial and �nal onditions (16) aresatis�ed, the kineti energy (17) is time independent and bounded by (31).There exists a unique measure rp(t; x) in the interior of Q, depending onlyon h, for whih (15) holds true for all optimal solutions.Then, in subsetion 3.6., we prove that the relaxed problem is onsistentwith the loal smooth solutions of the Euler equations.12



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONSTheorem 2..4 Let (u; p) be a smooth solution to the Euler equations (4),T > 0 suh that �T 2 < �2, where � is the supremum on Q of the largesteigenvalue of the hessian matrix of p, and set h = gu(T ). Then, the pair(;m) assoiated with u through (21),(22) is the unique solution of the re-laxed problem.Next, in subsetion 3.7., we establish the following relationship between �solutions (as de�ned in De�nition 1..1), and optimal solutions to the relaxedproblem, through the assoiated measures (�; m�) (de�ned by (12)) :Proposition 2..5 Assume I(h) < +1. Let u� be an � solution and (;m)be any luster point (for the weak-* topology of measures on Q0) of (�; m�).ThenI�(h) � K(;m) � lim infK(u�) � lim supK(u�) � I(h) = lim I�(h): (32)In addition, if I�(h) = I(h), then (;m) is optimal,I�(h) = K(;m) = limK(u�) = I(h) = lim I�(h) (33)and (11) holds true.Finally, in subsetion 3.8., we show :Theorem 2..6 Assume that D = [0; 1℄3 and h 2 S([0; 1℄3) satis�es (10) forsome H 2 S([0; 1℄2), then I(h) = I�(h).The proof is losely related to the one used by Shnirelman in [28℄ to showthat lassial smooth inompressible ows are dense among generalized ows(in the sense of [5℄), in the ase D = [0; 1℄3. We believe that Shnirelman'sonstrution an be adapted for any data h 2 S([0; 1℄3), but for the sake ofsimpliity and ompleteness, we only disuss in this paper the speial ase(10), for whih we provide all details. This onludes the overview of themain steps of the proof of Theorem 1..2.13



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONS2.3. Main steps of the study of the relaxed problem.In subsetion 3.2., elementary arguments from lassial onvex analysis show(as in [6℄) :Proposition 2..7 The in�mum I�(h) is always ahieved and for every � >0, there exist some ontinuous funtions ��(t; x; a) on Q0 and p�(t; x) on Q,with �t��, rx�� ontinuous on Q0 and RD p�(t; x)dx = 0, suh that, for everyoptimal solution (;m), �t�� + 12 jrx��j2 + p� � 0 (34)and ZQ0(j�t�� + 12 jrx��j2 + p�j+ jv �rx��j2)d � �2: (35)Then, we get in subsetion 3.3. an approximate regularity result :Proposition 2..8 Let 0 < � < T=2 and Q0� = [�=2; T � �=2℄�D�A. Letx 2 D ! w(x) 2 Rd be a smooth divergene-free vetor �eld, parallel to �D,and s 2 R ! esw(x) 2 D be the integral urve of w passing through x ats = 0. Then, ZQ0� jrx��(t; x; a)� v(t; x; a)j2d(t; x; a) � C�2; (36)ZQ0� jrx��(t; x; a)j2d(t; x; a) � C; (37)ZQ0� jrx��(t+�; eÆw(x); a)�rx��(t; x; a)j2d(t; x; a) � (�2+�2+Æ2)C; (38)for all optimal solution (;m) and all �, Æ and � > 0 small enough, whereC depends only on D, T , � and w.Sine (t; x; a) is a measure, possibly highly onentrated (like a delta mea-sure in x, as in the ase of lassial solutions), it is unlear how to deduefrom Proposition 2..8 a bound suh asZQ0� (j�tvj2 + jrxvj2)d � C; (39)14



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONSby letting �rst �! (to get v instead of rx��), then Æ; � ! 0. Suh a boundwould be meaningful, if  ould be bounded away from zero, whih is exatlythe ontrary of the lassial ase and annot be expeted, anyway, beauseof the initial and �nal onditions. However a bound on R jrpj is expetable.The formal (and, of ourse, not rigorous) argument is as follows. Startingfrom (35), we get (�t�+ 12 jrx�j2 + p) = 0:Di�erentiating in x, we formally get (15) or(�tv + (v:rx)v +rxp) = 0:Then, integrating in a 2 A,ZA(�tv + (v:rx)v)(t; x; da) = �rxp;and, by Shwarz inequality,(Z jrxpj)2 � Z j�tvj2d Z d+ Z jrxvj2d Z jvj2d:All these alulations are inorret. However, the formal idea an be maderigorous, by working only on the �� and using �nite di�erenes instead ofderivatives, and lead (in subsetion 3.4.) toTheorem 2..9 The family (rp�) onverges in the sense of distributionstoward a unique limit rp, depending only on h, whih is a loally boundedmeasure in the interior of Q and is uniquely de�ned byrp(t; x) = ��t Z v(t; x; a)(t; x; da)�rx: Z (v 
 v)(t; x; a)(t; x; da); (40)for ALL optimal solution (;m = v).Finally, in subsetion 3.5., (15) is established.3. Detailed proofs.3.1. Existene of admissible solutions.In this subsetion we prove Proposition 2..2, with an expliit onstrutionlosely related to the one introdued in [4℄ for generalized ows on the torusTd (and used in [23℄ and [28℄). We only perform the onstrution in theases D = Td and D = [0; 1℄d, the seond one being an extension of the �rstone. (Extensions to general domains an be performed as in [23℄.)15



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONSAdmissible solutions on the torus.Let h 2 S(D) where D = Td. We introdue, for (x; y; z) 2 D3, a urve t 2[0; T ℄ ! !(t; x; y; z) 2 D, made, for 0 � t � T=2, of a shortest path (withonstant speed) going from x to y on the torus Td, and, for T=2 � t � T ,of a shortest path (with onstant speed) going from y to z. Suh a urveis uniquely de�ned for Lebesgue almost every (x; y; z) 2 D3. Then, we set,for every ontinuous funtion f on Q0 = [0; T ℄�D � A,< ; f >= ZQ0 f(t; !(t; i(a); y; h(i(a))); a)dtdyda< m; f >= ZQ0 �t!(t; i(a); y; h(i(a)))f(t; !(t; i(a); y; h(i(a))); a)dtdyda:(Intuitively, this amounts to de�ne a generalized ow for whih eah partilea is �rst uniformly sattered on the torus at time T=2 and then foused tothe target h(i(a)) at time T .) This makes (;m) an admissible solution.Let us hek, for instane, (13), by onsidering a ontinuous funtion fthat does not depend on a and showing that < ; f >= RQ f . We split< ; f >= I1 + I2 aording to t � T=2 or not. For t � T=2, we have, byde�nition, !(t; i(a); y; h(i(a))) = !(t; y; y; h(i(a))). Sine we work on thetorus Td, !(t; y; y; h(i(a))) = y + !(t; 0; 0; h(i(a))� y). ThusI2 = Z[T=2;T ℄�D�D f(t; y + !(t; 0; 0; x� y))dxdydt(sine a 2 A! x = h(i(a)) 2 D is Lebesgue measure preserving)= Z[T=2;T ℄�D�D f(t; y + !(t; 0; 0; x))dxdydt = Z[T=2;T ℄�D�D f(t; y)dxdydt= Z[T=2;T ℄�D f(t; y)dydt(by using twie the translation invariane of the Lebesgue measure on thetorus) and, doing the same for I1, we onlude that < ; f >= RQ f . Wealso get, for K(;m) the following estimate that does not depend on thehoie of h 2 S(D)2K(;m) = Z[0;T ℄�D�A j�t!(t; i(a); y; h(i(a)))j2dadydt= T=2 ZD�A((dD(i(a); y)=(T=2))2 + (dD(y; h(i(a)))=(T=2))2)dady= 4T ZD�D dD(x; y)2dxdy � d=T(where dD(:; :) denotes the geodesi distane on the torus).16



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONSAdmissible solutions on the unit ube.Let us now lift the unit ube to the torus by shrinking it by a fator 2 andreeting it 2d times through eah fae of its boundary. To do that, weintrodue the Lipshitz ontinuous mapping�(x) = 2(min(x1; 1� x1); :::;min(xd; 1� xd)); (41)from [0; 1℄d onto [0; 1℄d, and its 2d reiproal maps, eah of them beingdenoted by ��1k , with k 2 f0; 1gd, and mapping bak [0; 1℄d, one-to-one, tothe ube 2�1(k+[0; 1℄d). We also de�ne the (almost everywhere) one-to-oneLebesgue measure-preserving map��1k (a) = i�1(��1k (i(a))) (42)from T into itself. Given h 2 S([0; 1℄d), we assoiate ~h 2 S(Td) by setting~h(x) = ��1k (h(�(x));when x 2 12(k + [0; 1℄d), k 2 f0; 1g. We onsider the admissible pair (~; ~m)assoiated with ~h and onstruted exatly as in the previous subsetion.Then we set (t; x; a) = 12d Xk2f0;1gd (t;��1k (x); ��1k (a));v(t; x; a) = 12d Xk2f0;1gd[((v(t;��1k (x); ��1k (a))):rx)�℄(��1k (x)):Expliit alulations show that (;m) is an admissible solution for h andthat (as in [28℄) K(;m) � 2d3T � dT�1:Notie that it is important to use a ontinuous transform � (so that thepartile trajetories are properly reeted at the boundary of the unit ubeand not broken) in order to keep (23), but there is no need to use a one-to-one transform, whih makes the onstrution very easy.3.2. Duality and optimal solutions.In this subsetion, we prove Proposition 2..7 by using the same elementaryarguments of onvex analysis as in [6℄. Let us �x an admissible solution17



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONS(;m) (suh a solution exists, as just shown in subsetion 3.1., introduethe Banah spae E = C(Q0)� C(Q0)d, and the following onvex funtionson E with values in ℄�1;+1℄,�(F;�) = 0 if F + 12 j�j2 � 0; (43)and +1 otherwise, for (F;�) 2 E,�(F;�) =< ; F > + < m;� > (44)if there exist p 2 C(Q) and � 2 C(Q0) with �t� 2 C(Q0) and rx� 2 C(Q0)dsuh thatF (t; x; a) + �t�(t; x; a) + p(t; x) = 0; �(t; x; a) +rx�(t; x; a) = 0 (45)for all (t; x; a) 2 Q0, and �(F;�) = +1 otherwise. The Legendre-Fenhel-Moreau transforms (see [9℄, h. I, for instane) of � and � are respetivelygiven by ��(;m) = supf< ; F > + < m;� >; F + 12 j�j2 � 0g (46)and ��(;m) = sup < � ; F > + < m�m;� > (47)where (F;�) 2 E satis�es (45). In (46), we reognize de�nition (25) ofK(;m). So K preisely is the Legendre transform of �. We see thatK(;m) is �nite if and only if  is a nonnegative measure andm is absolutelyontinuous with respet to  with a vetor-valued density v 2 L2(Q; d)dand, then, K(;m) = 12 ZQ0 jvj2d:Observe that ��(;m) = 0 if (;m) satis�es< � ; �t�+ p > + < m�m;rx� >= 0; (48)for all suitable (�; p), and ��(;m) = +1 otherwise. Thus, sine (48)exatly means that (;m) satis�es admissibility onditions (13) and (23),the in�mum of ��(;m) + ��(;m) is nothing but the in�mum of K(;m)among all admissible pairs (;m), namely I�(h).18



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONSFuntions � and � are onvex with values in ℄�1;+1℄. Moreover, thereis at least one point (F;B) 2 E, namelyF = �1; � = 0;for whih � is ontinuous (for the sup norm) and � is �nite. Thus, bythe Fenhel-Rokafellar duality Theorem (an avatar of the Hahn-BanahTheorem, see [9℄, h. I, for instane), we have the duality relationinff��(;m) + ��(;m); (;m) 2 E 0g (49)= supf��(�F;��)� �(F;�); (F;�) 2 Egand the in�mum is ahieved. More onretely, we getI�(h) = sup < ; �t�+ p > + < m;rx� > (50)with �t�+ 12 jrx�j2 + p � 0:Let us take any of the optimal solutions as a referene solution (;m). Then,the duality relation exatly means that, for all � > 0, there exist p� and ��,suh that �t�� + 12 jrx��j2 + p� � 0and 12 < ; jvj2 >�< ; �t�� + p� > + < m;rx�� > +�2:Thus, 12 < ; jv �rx��j2 > + < ; j�t�� + p� + 12 jrx��j2j >� �2:So, we have obtained the desired relationship (35) between the p� and the�� and any any of the optimal solutions (;m) and the proof of Proposition2..7 is now omplete, notiing that RD p�(t; x)dx = 0 an be enfored byadding to the ��(t; x; a) a suitable funtion of t.19



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONS3.3. An approximate regularity result.In this subsetion again, we use some arguments of [6℄ to prove Proposition2..8. Let (;m = v) be an optimal solution. Let Æ and � be two smallparameters and 0 < � < T=2. Let � be a smooth ompatly supportedfuntion on ℄0; T [. Let x! w(x) be a smooth vetor �eld on D, parallel to�D, and let esw(x) be the integral urve passing through x at s = 0. Weset�(t; x; a) = (t+ ��(t); x; a); v�(t; x; a) = v(t+ ��(t); x; a)(1 + �� 0(t));and, for all f 2 C(Q0),ZQ0 f(t; x; a)d�;Æ(t; x; a) = ZQ0 f(t; eÆ�(t)w(x); a)d�(t; x; a); (51)ZQ0 f(t; x; a)dm�;Æ(t; x; a) (52)= ZQ0 f(t; eÆ�(t)w(x); a)(�t + v�(t; x; a):rx)eÆ�(t)w(x)d�(t; x; a):Notie that the new pair of measures (�;Æ; m�;Æ = �;Æv�;Æ) is well de�ned,has �nite energy and satis�es (23). (Use the hain rule and omputeZQ0 ddt [f(t; eÆ�(t)w(x); a)℄d�(t; x; a):)However, (13) is not satis�ed unless w is divergene-free. Let us show :Proposition 3..1 Let (;m) be an optimal solution. Then, for any �; Æ,Z p�d�;Æ � Z p�d+ 12 Z j(�t + v�:rx)eÆ�w �rx�� Æ eÆ�wj2d� (53)� �2 + 12 Z j(�t + v�:rx)eÆ�wj2d� � 12 Z jvj2d:Proof.Using de�nitions (51), (52), we get the following identities,Z �t��(d�;Æ � d) = � Z rx��:(dm�;Æ � dm)20



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONS= � Z ((�t + v�:rx)eÆ�w):rx�� Æ eÆ�wd� + Z v:rx��d= 12 Z j(�t + v�:rx)eÆ�w �rx�� Æ eÆ�wj2d� � 12 Z j(�t + v�:rx)eÆ�wj2d��12 Z jrx�� Æ eÆ�wj2d� + Z v:rx��d:We also haveZ jrx��j2(d�;Æ � d) = Z jrx�� Æ eÆ�wj2d� � Z jrx��j2d:Thus, Z (�t�� + 12 jrx��j2)(d�;Æ � d)= 12 Z j(�t + v�:rx)eÆ�w �rx�� Æ eÆ�wj2d� � 12 Z j(�t + v�:rx)eÆ�wj2d��12 Z jrx�� � vj2d+ 12 Z jvj2d:Sine (;m) is an optimal solution, we dedue from Proposition 2..7�2 � Z (p� + �t�� + 12 jrx��j2)(d�;Æ � d)+12 Z jrx�� � vj2d;whih ompletes the proof of (53).Now, we use Proposition 3..1 with di�erent hoies of parameters �; Æ. First,in (53), we set Æ = 0 (so that eÆ�(t)w(x) = x). The �rst term of the left-handside vanishes (sine RA (t; x; da) = 1 and RD p�(t; x)dx = 0). Thus, we get12 Z jv� �rx��j2d� (54)� �2 + 12 Z jv�j2d� � 12 Z jvj2d:We an bound from below the left-hand side by zero, let �! 0 and get0 � Z jv�j2d� � Z jvj2d (55)for any hoie of � and � small enough. This implies that the kineti energyde�ned as a measure on [0; T ℄ by (17) is time independent (therefore equal21



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONSto I�(h)T�1) and the right-hand side of (55) is bounded by C�2, where Cdepends only on D, T and �. Thus, we have obtainedZ jv� �rx��j2d� � (�2 + �2)C: (56)Next, we assume w to be divergene-free, whih makes esw a Lebesguemeasure-preserving map for all s 2 R and anels the �rst term of theleft-hand side in (53). So we an rewriteZ j(�t + v:rx)eÆ�w �rx�� Æ eÆ�wj2d (57)� 2�2 + Z j(�t + v:rx)eÆ�wj2d� Z jvj2d:Let us bound from below the left-hand side by zero and set � = � = 0 inthe right-hand side. We get0 � Z (j(�t + v:rx)eÆ�(t)w(x)j2 � jvj2)d:Sine eÆ�(t)w(x) = x+ Æ�(t)w(x) + 0(Æ2), this implies thatZ v:(�t + v:rx)(�w)d = 0 (58)for all smooth � ompatly supported in ℄0; T [ and all smooth divergene-free parallel to �D vetor �eld w (whih means that�t ZA v(t; x; a)(t; x; da) +rx: ZA v(t; x; a)
 v(t; x; a)(t; x; da)is a gradient in the sense of distribution). We an now rewrite (57)Z j(�t + v:rx)(eÆ�w(x)� x) + v(t; x; a)�rx��(x; eÆ�w(x); a)j2d (59)� 2�2 + Z j(�t + v:rx)(eÆ�w(x)� x) + vj2d� Z jvj2dand, after rearranging the squares,12 Z jv �rx�� Æ eÆ�wj2d� �2 � Z [v �rx�� Æ eÆ�w℄:[(�t + v:rx)(eÆ�w(x)� x)℄d22



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONS+ Z v:(�t + v:rx)(eÆ�w(x)� x)d:Sine eÆ�(t)(x)� x = Æ�(t)w(x) + 0(Æ2) we dedue from (58) thatZ jv �rx�� Æ eÆ�wj2d � C(�2 + Æ2); (60)where C depends only on D, T , � and w.Finally, to get (38), assume that � takes its values in [0; 1℄ and satis�es�(t) = 1 if � � t � T � � and �(t) = 0 if t � �=2 or t � T � �=2. For(t; x; a) 2 Q0� and � small enough, we have eÆ�(t)w(x) = eÆw(x),�(t; x; a) = (t+ �; x; a); v�(t; x; a) = v(t+ �; x; a):So, by bounding from below the left-hand sides of (56) and (60) by theorresponding integrals performed on Q0� , we get (38) and omplete theproof of Proposition 2..8. In addition, we have established the onservationof the kineti energy (17) and the averaged momentum equation (58).3.4. Existene, uniqueness and partial regularity ofthe pressure �eld.In this subsetion, we prove Theorem 2..9 in three steps : �rst, we showthat the family (p�) is ompat in the sense of distributions in the interiorof Q, next, we establish a disrete version of (15), using divided di�erenesinstead of derivatives, then we dedue the onvergene toward a uniquelimit of (rp�) and �nally we prove that the limit rp is a loally boundedmeasure in the interior of Q.Compatness in the sense of distributions.From (53) with � = 0, we get, for all smooth vetor �eld w parallel to �D,all smooth funtion � ompatly supported in ℄0; T [ and all jÆj � 1, thatZQ p�(t; y)(J(e�Æ�(t)w(y))� 1)dydt � �2 + C; (61)where C depends on �, w, and J denotes the Jaobian determinant. More-over, we know that RD p�(t; x)dx = 0 holds true for all t 2 [0; T ℄. Aordingto Moser's lemma (see [13℄ for a reent referene), by varying Æ, � and w,23



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONSwe an generate a suÆiently large set of smooth funtions ompatly sup-ported in the interior of Q of form (t; x) ! (J(e�Æ�(t)w(y)� 1) so that theboundedness of the family (p�) in the sense of distributions is enfored.More preisely : Let �(t) and �(x) be two ompatly supported smoothfuntions. We further assumeZ �(x)dx = 0; sup j�j < 1:1)Set�(s; x) = 1 + s�(x); s 2 [0; 1℄;2)Solve-�� = � withhomogeneousNeumannboundaryonditions; 3)Setv(s,x)=r�(x)�(s;x); sothat�s� +r � (�v) = 0: 4)Solve�sg(s; x) = v(s; g(s; x)); g(0; x) = x:Then; wehavedet(Dxg(s; x)) = �(s; x): Thusdet(Dxg(�(t); x)) = 1 + �(t)�(x):So; wehaveobtained;sup� R p�(t; x)�(t)�(x)dxdt < +1;whihprovesthatp� is bounded (up to an irrelevant added funtion of t only) in the sense ofdistributions. 24



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONSA disrete optimality equation.Let (;m = v) be a �xed arbitrarily hosen optimal solution. We alltest funtion on Q0 (resp. on Q) any funtion f ontinuous on Q0 (resp.on Q), vanishing near t = 0 and t = T , with ontinuous derivatives in tand x. Notie that f(t; x; a) does not neessarily vanish when x approahes�D. Let f be suh a test funtion with values in [0; 1℄ and w be a smoothdivergene-free vetor �eld on D, parallel to �D. We will denote by Cf ageneri onstant depending on T , D, w and f only through the sup norm ofrxf , the L2(Q0; d) norm of �tf and the support of f in t. (It is importantthat Cf involves �tf only through its L2(Q0; d) norm.) Let us introdueI = Z 1Æ (���(t; eÆw(x); a) + ��(t; x; a))f(t; x; a)d(t; x; a)where �� � 0 is de�ned by�� = �(�t�� + 12 jrx��j2 + p�): (62)From (35) we dedue that I � 1Æ Z ��fd � �2Æ : (63)We an split I into I1 + I2 + I3 withI1 = Z 1Æ (p�(t; eÆw(x))� p�(t; x))fd;I2 = Z 12Æ [jrx��j2(t; eÆw(x); a)� jrx��j2(t; x; a)℄fd =Z 12Æ [rx��(t; eÆw(x); a)�rx��(t; x; a)℄:[rx��(t; eÆw(x); a)+rx��(t; x; a)℄fd� Z 1Æ Z [rx��(t; eÆw(x); a)�rx��(t; x; a)℄:v(t; x; a)fd� 1Æ (Æ2 + �2)Cf(by Shwarz inequality and the resultats of Proposition 2..8) andI3 = Z 1Æ [�t��(t; eÆw(x); a)� �t��(t; x; a)℄fd= Z Z 10 d�[�trx��(t; e�Æw(x); a):w(e�Æw(x))℄fd = I4 + I5 + I6;25



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONSwhere, by using (14) and by integrating by part in t,I4 = � Z Z 10 d��tfrx��(t; e�Æw(x); a):w(e�Æw(x))d� � Z �tfv:wd� (Æ + �)Cf(from the results of Proposition 2..8 and Shwarz inequality, whih involvesthe L2(Q0; d) norm of �tf , taken into aount through Cf)I5 = � Z (v(t; x; a):rxf)(rx��(t; e�Æw(x); a):w(e�Æw(x))dd�:� � Z (v(t; x; a):rxf)(v(t; x; a):w(x))d� (Æ + �)Cf(here Cf involves the sup norm of rxf) and,I6 = � Z ((v(t; x; a):rx)[rx��(t; e�Æw(x); a):w(e�Æw(x))℄fdd�:We get (after integrating in � 2 [0; 1℄)I6 = �1Æ Z (v(t; x; a):rx)[��(t; eÆw(x); a))� ��(t; x; a))℄fd = I7 + I8;where I7 = �1Æ Z v(t; x; a):[rx��(t; eÆw(x); a))�rx��(t; x; a))℄fd;I8 = �1Æ Z v(t; x; a):((rx��(t; eÆw(x); a):rx)(eÆw(x)� x))fd� � Z v(t; x; a):((v(t; x; a):rx)w(x))fd� ÆCf :Thus, sine I = I1 + I2 + I3 (where I3 = I4 + I5 + I6 and I6 = I7 + I8)satis�es (63), we getZ 1Æ (p�(t; eÆw(x))� p�(t; x))fd� Z v:(�t + v:rx)(wf)d (64)� 1Æ (Æ2 + �2)Cf :26



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONSLet t ! �(t) a uto� funtion [0; T ℄, with values in [0; 1℄, vanishing neart = 0, t = T , and with value 1 on the support in t of f . Sine f takes itsvalues in [0; 1℄, we an apply (64) to (1� f)� = � � f instead of f . We getZ 1Æ (p�(t; eÆw(x))� p�(t; x))(� � f)d+ Z v:(�t + v:rx)(w� � wf)d� 1Æ (Æ2 + �2)Cf :Both terms involving � vanish, the �rst one beause R (t; x; da) = 1 andeÆw is Lebesgue measure-preserving, the seond one beause of (58). So, wean put an absolute value on the left-hand side of (64), and, then, performthe symmetry w! �w to obtain a �rst disrete version of (15), namelyj Z 12Æ (p�(t; eÆw(x))� p�(t; e�Æw(x)))fd� Z v:(�t + v:rx)(fw)dj (65)� 1Æ (Æ2 + �2)Cf :Existene and uniqueness of the pressure gradient.If we use in (65) a test funtion f(t; x; a) = f(t; x) that does not depend ona, we get, sine R (t; x; da) = 1,j Z 12Æ (f(t; e�Æw(y))� f(t; eÆw(y)))p�(t; y)dtdy (66)� Z v:(�t + v:rx)(wf)dj � 1Æ (Æ2 + �2)Cf ;where Cf , now, depends on f only through the support in t of f and on thenorm jjjf jjj = supQ (jf j+ jrxf j) + (ZQ j�tf j2dtdx)1=2: (67)Sine, in the sense of distributions, the family (p�) is bounded, there areluster points. Let p be any one of the luster points. Letting �rst � ! 0,and then Æ ! 0, in (66), shows that p satis�es (40). Sine (;m = v)an be any of the optimal solutions, this shows the uniqueness of rp and,therefore, the onvergene of the entire family (rp�) to rp in the sense ofdistributions. Notie also that (66) implies the onvergene ofp�(t; eÆw(x))� p�(t; e�Æw(x))! p(t; eÆw(x))� p(t; e�Æw(x)); (68)27



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONSas � ! 0, Æ being �xed, for the weak-* topology of the dual spae of theseparable Banah spae obtained by ompletion of the smooth funtionsompatly supported in ℄0; T [�D with respet to the norm de�ned by (67).The pressure gradient is a measure.To show Theorem 2..9, we have now to prove that rp is a loally boundedmeasure in the interior of Q. Let t! �(t) a smooth uto� funtion on [0; T ℄,with values in [0; 1℄, 0 near t = 0 and t = T and 1 away from a neighborhoodof 0 and T . Let � > 0, Æ > 0 small enough so that t 2 �(t � ��) vanishesnear 0 and T , for every � in [�1;+1℄. It is diÆult to estimateZQ �(t)jp�(t; eÆw(x))� p�(t; x)jdxdt;so we onsider the following time regularizationI = ZQ �(t)j Z 10 (p�(t+ ��; eÆw(x))� p�(t+ ��; x))d�jdxdt= ZQ0 �(t)j Z 10 (p�(t+ ��; eÆw(x))� p�(t+ ��; x))d�jd(t; x; a)(using RA (t; x; da) = 1). Let us onsider ��(t; x; a) de�ned by (62), whihis nonnegative and of whih the  integral is bounded by �2 (aording to(35) in Proposition 2..7). We have I � I1 + I2 + I3, whereI1 = Z �j Z 10 (��(t+ ��; eÆw(x); a)� ��(t+ ��; x; a))d�jd;I2 = Z �j Z 10 (�t��(t+ ��; eÆw(x); a)� �t��(t + ��; x; a))d�jd;I3 = Z �j Z 10 (12 jrx��j2(t+ ��; eÆw(x); a)� 12 jrx��j2(t+ ��; x; a))d�jd:The third term is easy to handle, thanks to (38) and Shwarz inequality. Itan be bounded by (� + Æ + �)C, where C, as all the oming up onstantsalways denoted by C, depends only on D, T , � and w. The seond terman be bounded, after using the mean value theorem and integrating in �,byI2 � Æ Z � Z 10 d�j1� [rx��(t+ �; e�Æ(x); a)�rx��(t; e�Æ(x); a)℄:w(e�Æ(x))jd28



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONS(here we see that the time regularization avoids the use of �trx�� on whihwe have no ontrol) � C Æ� (�+ Æ + �):Let us now onsider the most deliate term, I1. We start with a roughestimate, using �� � 0 and R ��d � �2, to obtainI1 � Z �[��(t + ��; eÆw(x); a) + ��(t+ ��; x; a)℄d�d� 2�2 + Z �[��(t + ��; eÆw(x); a) + ��(t+ ��; x; a)� 2��(t; x; a)℄d�d= 2�2 � I4 � I5 � I6withI4 = Z �[�t��(t + ��; eÆw(x); a) + �t��(t+ ��; x; a)� 2�t��(t; x; a)℄d�d;I5 = 12 Z �[jrx��(t + ��; eÆw(x); a)j2 + jrx��(t+ ��; x; a)j2�2jrx��(t; x; a)j2℄d�d;I6 = Z �[p�(t+ ��; eÆw(x)) + p�(t+ ��; x)� 2p�(t; x)℄d�d:Notie that we go bakward only apparently, sine now there is no ab-solute value any longer in the integrals. In partiular I6 vanishes sineR (t; x; da) = 1, esw is Lebesgue measure-preserving and R p�(t; x)dx = 0.The same bound is obtained for I5 as for I3 earlier. The treatment of I4needs more are. The idea is to get rid of the time derivatives by using(14). Sine � vanishes near 0 and T , there will be no boundary terms om-ing out of the integration by parts, however �t� has to be handled arefullybeause we wish to involve �� only through its partial derivatives. We splitI4 = I7 + I8 withI7 = Z [�(t)(�t��(t+ ��; eÆw(x); a) + �t��(t + ��; x; a))�2�(t� ��)�t��(t; x; a)℄d�d;I8 = Z 2(�(t� ��)� �(t))�t��(t; x; a)d�d:To treat I8, we have to go bakward againI8 = Z 2(�(t� ��)� �(t))(���(t; x; a))d�d29



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONS� Z (�(t� ��)� �(t))jrx��(t; x; a)j2d�d� Z 2(�(t� ��)� �(t))p�(t; x)d�d:The last term vanishes (sine R (t; x; da) = 1 and R p�(t; x)dx = 0) and thetwo �rst ones are easily bounded by C�. Let us now onsider I7 = I9+2I10,where I9 = Z �(t)[�t��(t+ ��; eÆw(x); a)� �t��(t + ��; x; a)℄d�d;I10 = Z [�(t)�t��(t + ��; x; a)� �(t� ��)�t��(t; x; a)℄d�d:We haveI9 = Æ Z �(t) Z 10 d��trx��(t+ ��; e�Æw(x); a):w(e�Æw(x))d�d= Æ� Z �(t) Z 10 d�[rx��(t+�; e�Æw(x); a)�rx��(t; e�Æw(x); a)℄:w(e�Æw(x))d;whih an be bounded as I2 by C Æ� (�+ Æ + �). We also haveI10 = Z Z 10 d��t[�(t� (1� �)��)�t��(t+ ���; x; a)℄��d�d:Here, we use (23) and get� Z Z 10 d��(t� (1� �)��)rx�t��(t+ ���; x; a):v(t; x; a)��d�d:Thus I10 = I11 + I12, whereI11 = � Z Z 10 d��t[�(t� (1� �)��)rx��(t+ ���; x; a)℄:v(t; x; a)��d�d= � Z [�(t)rx��(t+ ��; x; a)� �(t� ��)rx��(t; x; a)℄:v(t; x; a)d�d;I12 = Z Z 10 d�� 0(t� (1� �)��)rx��(t + ���; x; a):v(t; x; a)��d�d:So, I10 is bounded by (�+ Æ + �)C.Finally, beause �(t) = 1 away from t = 0 and t = T , we have shown that,for � > 0 small enough,ZQ� j Z 10 (p�(t + ��; eÆw(x))� p�(t + ��; x))d�jdxdt (69)30



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONS� (1 + Æ=�)(� + Æ + �)C;where C depends only on D, T , � and w. Letting �! 0, with frozen � = Æ,in (69), shows that the limit p satis�es1Æ Z < p(t; x); f(t� Æ�; e�Æw(x))� f(t� Æ�; x) > d� � C sup jf jfor every smooth funtion f(t; x) � 0 with ompat support in 0 < t < T .Finally, we obtain, when Æ ! 0,< rp(t; x):w(x); f(t; x) >� C sup jf j;where C depends on D, T , w and the support of f , whih shows that rpis a loally bounded measure in the interior of Q and ompletes the proofof Theorem 2..9.3.5. Optimality equations.In this subsetion, we dedue (15) from (65) by letting � � Æ ! 0, whihmakes some problem sine rp� onverges to the measure rp only in thesense of distributions. In (65), let us assume that the support of f is ompatin the interior of Q0. Then, given a �xed vetor e in the unit ball of Rd , wean hoose w in suh a way that, for jÆj small enough, eÆw(x) = x+ Æe andw(x) = e hold true for all (t; x) suh that f(t; x; a) 6= 0. Then (65) beomesj Z 12Æ (p�(t; x+ Æe)� p�(t; x� Æe))fd� Z v:(�t + v:rx)(fe)dj (70)� 1Æ (Æ2 + �2)Cf :where Cf depends on D, T , the norm of f de�ned by (67) and the supportof f .Let  a radial nonnegative molli�er on Rd , supported in the ball enteredat the origine and of radius 1=2, and e a �xed vetor in the same ball. Foreah y in this ball, we perform the hange of variable e ! e + y in (70),multiply by (y) and integrate with respet to y. Then, we obtainj Z 12Æ (p�(t; x+ Æ(e + y))� p�(t; x� Æ(e+ y)))fd (y)dy+ Z v:e(�tf + v:rxf)dj � ÆCf :31



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONSSine  is radial, we an replae the seond y by �y and rewritej Z 12Æ (p�(t; x+ Æe)� p�(t; x� Æe)f;Æ;(t; x)dtdx (71)+ Z v:e(�tf + v:rxf)dj � ÆCf ;where f;Æ; is de�ned byf;Æ;(t; x) = Z f(t; x� Æy; a)(t; x� Æy; da)(y)dy: (72)This funtion belongs to the Banah spae obtained by ompletion of thetest funtions with respet to the norm de�ned by (67). Indeed, it is om-patly supported in time, smooth in x and suÆiently smooth in t, sine,beause of equation (14), �tf;Æ;(t; x) =Z (�t + v(t; x� Æy; a):rx)f(t; x� Æy; a)(t; x� Æy; da)(y)dy�rx: Z v(t; x� Æy; a)f(t; x� Æy; a)(t; x� Æy; da)(y)dy;whih is Lebesgue square integrable on Q. Thus, for eah �xed Æ, we antake the limit of (71) when �! 0, by using (68), and obtainj < rp(t; x):e; Z +1=2�1=2 f;Æ;(t; x� 2�Æe)d� > + Z v:e(�tf + v:rxf)dj (73)� ÆCf ;where < :; : > denotes the duality braket pairing measures and ontinuousfuntion on Q and the mean value theorem has been used to rewrite thedivided di�erene as an integral in �. Let us introdueÆ;e;(t; x; a) = Z +1=2�1=2 d� Z (t; x� 2�Æe� Æy; a)(y)dy; (74)whih is a molli�ation of , ontinuous in t and smooth in x with values inthe spae of Borel probability measures in a. (The smoothness in x omesfrom the molli�ation by  and the ontinuity in t from (14).) De�nitions(72) and (74) show thatj Z +1=2�1=2 f;Æ;(t; x� 2�Æe)d� � Z f(t; x; a)Æ;e;(t; x; da)j � CfÆ;32



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONSso we an rewrite (73) asj < rp(t; x):e; Z f(t; x; a)Æ;e;(t; x; da) > + Z v:e(�tf + v:rxf)dj (75)� ÆCf :Sine rp is a loally bounded measure in the interior of Q and Æ;e;(t; x; a)is a probability measure in a, we getj < rp(t; x):e; Z f(t; x; a)Æ;e;(t; x; da) > j (76)� < jrp(t; x):ej; supa2A jf(t; x; a)j >Thus, the Æ;e; an be seen as a bounded subset of L1(jrpj; C(A)), de�nedas the dual spae of the (separable) Banah spae L1(jrpj; C(A)), made ofall funtions f(t; x; a) whih are jrpj integrable in (t; x) with values in C(A),the spae of ontinuous funtions in a. So this family is weak-* sequentiallyrelatively ompat. Beause of (75), for eah �xed e and , there is a uniquepossible luster point, when Æ ! 0, denoted by e; and satisfying< rp(t; x):e; Z f(t; x; a)e;(t; x; da) >= � Z v:e(�tf + v:rxf)d: (77)Sine the right-hand side does not depend on  and depends linearly on e,the limit la limite e; annot depend on  and e. Thus, this limit an bedenoted by  and satis�es< rp(t; x):e; Z f(t; x; a)(t; x; da) >= � Z v:e(�tf + v:rxf)d: (78)Thus, we dedue from de�nition (74) that (19) holds true for the weak-* topology of the dual spae of L1(jrpj; C(A)) and we an use it as thede�nition of  as the extension of  with respet to the measure dtdx +jrp(t; x)j. This ompletes the obtention of (15) and the proof of Theorem2..3.3.6. Consisteny of the relaxed problem with loalsmooth solutions of the Euler equations.In this subsetion, we prove Theorem 2..4. Given a loal smooth solution(u; p) of the Euler equations, it is enough to show that any admissible solu-tion (;m) satisfying K(;m) � 1=2 RQ juj2 neessarily is the pair assoiated33



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONSwith u through (21),(22).Let us onsider f(t; x; a) = �tg(t; i(a)):(x� g(t; i(a)))whih is a smooth funtion of (t; x; a) 2 Q0 and satis�es f(T; h(i(a)); a) =f(0; i(a); a) = 0. Thus, we an use (23) and get� Z v:rxfd = Z �tfd:So, � Z v(t; x; a):�tg(t; i(a)))d(t; x; a)= Z (�2t g(t; i(a)):(x� g(t; i(a)))� j�tg(t; i(a))j2)d(t; x; a):Sine (u; p) is a smooth solution to the Euler equations, we have�2t g(t; i(a)) = �(rxp)(t; g(t; i(a))):Thus Z 12 jv(t; x; a)� �tg(t; i(a))j2d(t; x; a)= Z [12(jv(t; x; a)j2 � j�tg(t; i(a))j2)�(rxp)(t; g(t; i(a))):(x� g(t; i(a)))℄d(t; x; a):But, by assumption, K(;m) � 12 ZQ juj2dtdxwhere the right-hand side isZ 12 j�tg(t; i(a))j2dtda = Z 12 j�tg(t; i(a))j2d(t; x; a)(sine R (t; dx; a) = R (0; dx; a) = 1, whih follows from d'apr�es (23)). So,Z 12 jv(t; x; a)� �tg(t; i(a))j2d(t; x; a)� Z (�rxp)(t; g(t; i(a))):(x� g(t; i(a)))d(t; x; a):34



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONSBy de�nition of � as the largest eigenvalue of the seond spae derivativesof p, and by the mean value theorem, we havep(t; x)� p(t; g(t; i(a)))� (rxp)(t; g(t; i(a))):(x� g(t; i(a)))� 12�jx� g(t; i(a))j2:Sine Z (p(t; x)� p(t; g(t; i(a))))d(t; x; a) = 0(indeed g is volume preserving and R (t; dx; a) = 1, R (t; x; da) = 1), wehave �nally obtainedZ (jv(t; x; a)� �tg(t; i(a))j2 � �jx� g(t; i(a))j2)d(t; x; a) � 0: (79)Sine �T 2 < �2, the proof of theorem 2..4 is ompleted, one we notie thatZ jx� g(t; i(a))j2d(t; x; a) = 0follows from the following generalization of the lassial one dimensionalPoinar�e inequality :Proposition 3..2 Let t 2 [0; T ℄! z(t) 2 Rd an absolutely ontinuous pathsuth that R T0 jz0(t)j2dt < +1. Let (;m) be a pair of respetively nonnegativeand vetor-valued measures on Q = [0; T ℄ � Rd , suh that m = v, withv 2 L2(Q; d)d, andZ (�t�+ v:rx�)d = �(T; z(T ))� �(0; z(0)) (80)for all smooth funtions � on Q. ThenZ (jv(t; x)� z0(t)j � �jx� z(t)j2)d(t; x) � 0; (81)when �T 2 < �2.Proof of Proposition 3..2.Set z(t) = z(0) for t � 0 and �x � > 0. Introdue�(t; x) = inf Z t�� 12[j� 0(�)j2 � �j�(�)j2℄d�; (82)35



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONSwhere the in�mum is performed on all paths t 2 [��; T ℄ ! �(t) 2 Rd suhthat �(��) = 0; �(t) = x� z(t):By the lassial one-dimensional Poinar�e inequality,Z t�� (j� 0(�)j2 � �j�(�)j2)d� � 0;for all paths � suh that �(t) = 0 for t = �� and t = T , provided that�(� + T )2 � �2, whih holds true if � > 0 is hosen small enough. Wededue �(t; z(t)) = 0(beause the in�mum is ahieved by � = z). By standard alulus, � is aC1 solution on Q of the Hamilton-Jaobi equation [3℄�t�+ 12 jrx�+ z0j2 + 12[jz0j2 + �jx� zj2℄ = 0: (83)(We write, for small enough � > 0,�(t; x) = infy;� [�(t� �; x� �y) + Z tt�� 12[j� 0(�)j2 � �j�(�)j2℄d�;where the in�mum is taken over all y 2 Rd and all paths � starting fromx�z(t)� �y at time t� � and reahing x�z(t) at time t. Then, we performa Taylor expansion about � = 0.) By applying (80) to �, whih satis�es�(T; z(T )) = �(0; z(0)) = 0, and by using (83), we getZ (v:r�� 12[jr�+ z0j2 � jz0j2 + �jx� zj2℄)d = 0:By this quantity exatly is12 Z (jv � z0j2 � �jx� zj2 � jv �r�� z0j2)d;whih ompletes the proof of (81), Proposition 3..2 and Theorem 2..4.3.7. Limit behaviour of � solutions as � goes to 0.In this subsetion we prove Proposition 2..5. Let us onsider an � solution(as de�ned in De�nition 1..1), and the assoiated measures (�; m�) (de�ned36



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONSby (12)). Let (;m) be a luster point of (�; m�), when �! 0, with respetto the weak-* topology. Sine K is weak-* lower semiontinuous (as asupremum of ontinuous linear forms), we haveK(;m) � lim infK(u�):Sine u� is an � solution, the right-hand side is less than I(h) = lim I�(h),by de�nitions (1..1), (6). The weak-* onvergene of (�; m�) and the strongL2 onvergene of gu�(T; :) toward h enfore (23). Thus (;m) is admis-sible and I�(h) � K(;m) follows, whih ompletes the proof of the �rstpart of Proposition 2..5. Let us now onsider the ase when I�(h) = I(h).In subsetion 3.8., we show that this ase inludes all data h 2 S([0; 1℄3)satisfying ondition (10) and, in subsetion 3.1., we have also obtained theenergy bound (31). Then we immediately get (33). Let us now prove that�tu� + (u�:r)u� ! (84)�t Z v(t; x; a)(t; x; da) +r: Z v(t; x; a)
 v(t; x; a)(t; x; da);holds true in the sense of distributions, whih is enough to get (11), byusing (40) and ompletes the proof of Proposition 2..5. In (84), only thequadrati term makes problem. Therefore, it is enough to showProposition 3..3 Assume that (�; m�) weak-* onverges toward (;m),with K(�; m�)! K(;m). ThenZ v�(t; x; a)
 v�(t; x; a)�(t; x; da)! Z v(t; x; a)
 v(t; x; a)(t; x; da); (85)in the sense of measures in (t; x).Up to a subsequene, we haveZ v�(t; x; a)
 v�(t; x; a)�(t; x; da)! �(t; x);for some measure � with values in the onvex one of all nonnegative sym-metri square matries. Let us set�(t; x) = Z v(t; x; a)
 v(t; x; a)(t; x; da);37



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONSwhih is a measure of the same nature. Sine K(�; m�)! K(;m), we haveZQ trae(�)(dt; dx) = ZQ trae(�)(dt; dx):Thus, to onlude that � = �, it is now enough to prove � � � in the senseof nonnegative symmetri matries, that isZ 12�(dt; dx)(�(t; x); �(t; x)) � Z 12�(dt; dx)(�(t; x); �(t; x)); (86)for every ontinuous funtion �(t; x) on Q with values in Rd . We observethat the left-hand side and the right-hand an be rewritten respetivelyK�(;m) and lim�!0K�(�; m�), where we setK�(~; ~m) = Z 12 j~v(t; x; a):�(t; x)j2d~(t; x; a)= sup�2C(Q0) Z [�(t; x; a)�(t; x):d ~m(t; x; a)� 12�(t; x; a)2d~(t; x; a)℄;for any pair of measures (~; ~m = ~~v) suh that K(~; ~m) < +1. Thus, (86)immediately follows from the obvious lower weak-* semi-ontinuity of K�.So the proofs of Proposition 3..3 and Proposition 2..5 are now omplete.3.8. Constrution of an � solution from an optimalsolution to the relaxed problem.In this subsetion, we prove Theorem 2..6, by onstruting a family u� 2 Vsuh that K(u�) is asymptotially not larger than I�(h) andjjgu�(T )� hjjL2 ! 0;as �! 0. (Indeed, then, up to a relabelling of �, we may assumeK(u�) � I�(h) + �=2; jjgu�(T )� hjjL2 � �;whih implies I�(h) � K(u�) + 12� jjgu�(T )� hjj2L2 � I�(h) + �and we know, by Proposition 2..5, that I�(h) � I(h) = lim I�(h).)Let us �x an optimal solution (;m = v), so that K(;m) = I�(h). We�rst observe 38



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONSProposition 3..4 Assume that h satis�es (10) for a given H 2 S([0; 1℄2).Then (�; m� = �v�) is an optimal solution to the three dimensional relaxedproblem with D = [0; 1℄3 and data h if and only if�(t; x; a) = Æ(x3 � i3(a))(t; x1; x2; a); (87)v�(t; x; a) = (v1(t; x1; x2; a); v2(t; x1; x2; a); 0)where (;m = v) is an optimal solution to the two dimensional relaxedproblem with D = [0; 1℄2 and data H. In addition, I�(h) = I�(H).Proof of Proposition 3..4.Let (�; m�) an optimal solution to the three dimensional problem withdata h. We �rst observe that neessarily m�3 = 0. Otherwise, the resaledsolution ~(t; x; a) = �(t; x1; x2; �(x3));~m1(t; x; a) = m�1(t; x1; x2; �(x3));~m2(t; x; a) = m�2(t; x1; x2; �(x3));~m3(t; x; a) = �0(x3)�1m�3(t; x1; x2; �(x3));where �(x3) = min(2x3; 2� 2x3);would be admissible with a stritly lower energy K(~; ~m) < K(�; m�) =I�(h), whih is absurd. Now, sine m�3 = 0, we dedue from (14) thatddt Z jx3 � i3(a)j2�(t; dx; da) = � Z rx(jx3 � i3(a)j2):m�(t; dx; da) = 0:This shows that x3 = i3(a) holds true for � almost every (t; x; a), whihimplies that Æ(x3�i3(a)) an be fatorized in the expression of � and the x3dependene of v an be ignored. So (�; m�) satis�es (87). Now, (;m = v)is neessarily admissible for the two dimensional problem with data H andsatis�es I�(H) � Z[0;T ℄�[0;1℄2�T jvj2d = Z[0;T ℄�[0;1℄3�T jv�j2d� = I�(h):But, I�(H) � I�(h), so (;m) is an optimal solution to the two dimensionalproblem with data H and K(;m) = I�(H) = I�(h). The onverse part isthen straightforward and the proof of Proposition 3..4 is now omplete.39



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONSContinuation of the proof of Theorem 2..6.Next, we wish to mollify (�; m�), or more preisely its two dimensionalounterpart (;m), aording to (87). Let us introdue the following nota-tion i(a) = (i1(a); i2(a)) 2 [0; 1℄2; a 2 T;so that (0; x; a) = Æ(x� i(a)); (T; x; a) = Æ(x�H(i(a)));where x 2 [0; 1℄2. We �rst perform a hange of variable in t so that thepartile do not move when t is lose to 0 or T . Namely, we introdue awaiting time 0 < � < T=4 and set�(t) = T max(0;min( t� 2�T � 4� ; 1));for � > 0 small enough, and set~(t; x; a) = (�(t); x; a); ~m(t; x; a) = �0(t)m(�(t); x; a);for t 2 R, x 2 [0; 1℄2 and a 2 T. (Or, more preisely,< ~; f >= Z 2�0 ZA f(t; i(a); a)dadt+ Z TT�2� ZA f(t; h(i(a)); a)dadt+(1� 4�T�1) < (t; x; a); f(2�+ t(1� 4�T�1); x; a) >;< ~m; f >=< m(t; x; a); f(2�+ t(1� 4�T�1); x; a) >;for all ontinuous funtions f on [0; t℄� R2 � T.)So, for t � 2�, ~(t; x; a) = Æ(x� i(a)); ~m(t; x; a) = 0;and, for t � T � 2�,~(t; x; a) = Æ(x�H(i(a))); ~m(t; x; a) = 0:Sine the kineti energy of (;m) is time independent, we haveK(~; ~m) = K(;m) 1T Z T0 �0(t)2dt = K(;m) TT � 4�40



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONSarbitrarily lose to K(;m) as �! 0 and, of ourse, (~; ~m) is still admissible.To keep simple notations, let us now denote (~; ~m) by (;m).Next, we mollify our new (;m) in t 2 [0; T ℄, a 2 T and get a new (~; ~m). Wewill perform the more deliate molli�ation in x 2 [0; 1℄2 later. We denoteby q (q = 1; 2) a nonnegative even molli�er on Rq , ompatly supported in℄� 1=2;+1=2[q, and set for all positive �q;�(y) = ��q1(��1(y)); y 2 Rq :For the molli�ation with respet to a 2 T, we use an everywhere positiveperiodi onvolution kernelT;�(b) =Xk2Z��10(��1(b+ k)); b 2 T;where 0 is a �xed positive funtion in the Shwartz lass of integral equalto 1. Then, we set for all (t; x; a) 2 [0; T ℄� [0; 1℄2 � T~(t; x; a) = ZRds1;�(t� s) ZTdbT;�(a� b)(s; x; b);~m(t; x; a) = ZRds1;�(t� s) ZTdbT;�(a� b)m(s; x; b):Sine T;� is bounded away from 0 and +1 on T and R (t; x; da) = 1, wehave 0 < inf T;� � ~ � sup T;� < +1and, therefore, ~ an now be onsidered as a positive bounded funtion. Fort near 0, we have~(t; x; a) = ZTÆ(x� i(b))T;�(b� a)db; ~v(t; x; a) = 0and, for t near T ,~(t; x; a) = ZTÆ(x�H(i(b)))T;�(a� b)db; ~v(t; x; a) = 0:So the time boundary onditions are no longer satis�ed by (~; ~m). How-ever, sine we have performed a onvex linear ombination of translationsof (;m), (13) and (14) are still satis�ed and, by onvexity of K, K(~; ~m) �K(;m). Therefore, K(~; ~m) is asymptotially not larger than I�(h) as� ! 0. To keep simple notations again, let us denote (~; ~m) by (;m) to41



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONSperform now the molli�ation in x 2 [0; 1℄2. We resale the transform �introdued in subsetion 3.1. by setting�(x) = (min(x1; 2� x1); :::;min(xd; 2� xd)); (88)for x 2 [0; 2℄d and we extend � as a (2Z)d periodi map from Rd onto [0; 1℄d.We denote by Ik the square k + [0; 1℄2 for eah k 2 Z2 and by ��1k thereiproal map from [0; 1℄2 into Ik. Notie that the Jaobian matrix of ��1kis sk times the identity matrix with sk 2 f�1;+1g. Next, we de�ne amolli�ation kernel adapted to [0; 1℄2 by setting, for all � > 0, x; y 2 [0; 1℄2�2;�(x; y) = Xk2Z2 ��22(x���1k (y)� ):We are now ready to de�ne~(t; x; a) = Z[0;1℄d �2;�(x; y)(t; y; a)dyand ~m(t; x; a) = Z[0;1℄d Xk2Z2 ��2sk2(x� ��1k (y)� )m(t; y; a)dy;so that (14) is satis�ed. Observe thatZ[0;1℄d �2;�(y; x)dy = Z[0;1℄d �2;�(x; y)dy = 1;for all x 2 [0; 1℄d. It follows that (13) is satis�ed (beause R (t; x; da) =1) and, by Shwartz inequality, K(~; ~m) � K(;m) (whih implies thatK(~; ~m) is asymptotially not larger than I�(h) as �! 0), and0 < inf T;� � ~ � sup T;� < +1:Thus, both ~ and ~v = ~m=~ are well de�ned and smooth. In addition, foreah a 2 T and t 2 [0; T ℄, the �eld x! ~v(t; x; a) is parallel to the boundaryof [0; 1℄2, beause of the symmetries of �2;�. Let us denote (~; ~m) by (;m),again, and start the onstrution of an � solution, after notiing that theboundary values in time of  are given by :~(0; x; a) = Z[0;1℄d �2;�(x; i(b))T;�(a� b)db; (89)42



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONS~(T; x; a) = Z[0;1℄d �2;�(x;H(i(b)))T;�(a� b)db: (90)The idea is to use the partile label a as the vertial oordinate z of [0; 1℄3and to onstrut a smooth divergene free veloity �eld(t; x; z) 2 [0; T ℄� [0; 1℄2 � [0; 1℄! (u(t; x; z); w(t; x; z)) 2 R2 � Rout of the smooth �eld(t; x; a) 2 [0; T ℄� [0; 1℄2 � [0; 1℄! (v(t; x; a); (t; x; a)) 2 R2�℄0;+1[:For that purpose, let us set, for x 2 [0; 1℄2 and a 2 [0; 1℄,Z(t; x; a) = Z a0 (t; x; b)db;whih is smooth on [0; T ℄ � [0; 1℄3. Sine Z(t; x; 0) = 0, Z(t; x; 1) = 1 and�aZ > 0, for eah �xed t 2 [0; T ℄, (x; a) ! (x; Z(t; a)) is a di�eomorphismof [0; 1℄3 with a Jaobian determinant equal to �aZ(t; x; a) = (t; x; a). Letus now introdue ui(t; x; Z(t; x; a)) = vi(t; x; a);for i = 1; 2 and w(t; x; z) = � Z z0 (�1u1 + �2u2)(t; x; z0)dz0whih satis�es w(t; x; 1) = w(t; x; 0) = 0. Indeed, by integrating (14) ina 2 [0; 1℄, we get 0 = rx: Z 10 v(t; x; a)(t; x; a)da= Z 10 rx:v(t; x; a)(t; x; a)da+ Z 10 v(t; x; a):rx(t; x; a)da= Z 10 rx:u(t; x; Z(t; x; a))(t; x; a)da+ Z 10 �zu(t; x; Z(t; x; a)):rxZ(t; x; a)(t; x; a)da+ Z 10 u(t; x; Z(t; x; a)):rx�aZ(t; x; a)da= Z 10 rx:u(t; x; Z(t; x; a))�aZ(t; x; a)da43



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONS+ Z 10 �a[u(t; x; Z(t; x; a)):rxZ(t; x; a)℄da= Z 10 rx:u(t; x; z0)dz0:Next, let us de�ne �(t; x; z) 2 [0; 1℄2, �(t; x; z) 2 [0; 1℄ and X(t; x; a) 2 [0; 1℄2by �(t; x; z) = x+ Z t0 u(s; �(s; x; z); �(s; x; z))ds;�(t; x; z) = z + Z t0 w(s; �(s; x; z); �(s; x; z))ds;X(t; x; a) = x+ Z t0 v(s;X(s; x; a); a)ds:Then, let us prove :�(t; x; Z(0; x; a)) = X(t; x; a); �(t; x; Z(0; x; a)) = Z(t; X(t; x; a); a) (91)with the help of :�tZ(t; x; a) + u(t; x; Z(t; x; a)):rxZ(t; x; a) = w(t; x; Z(t; x; a)): (92)To prove (91), we use the following short notations, where x and a arefrozen, �(t) = �(t; x; Z(0; x; a)); �(t) = �(t; x; Z(0; x; a));X(t) = X(t; x; a); Z(t) = Z(t; X(t; x; a); a)and denote by 0 time derivatives. We have�0 = u(t; �; �); � 0 = w(t; �; �);X 0 = v(t; X; a) = u(t; X; Z);Z 0 = (�tZ)(t; X; a) + (rxZ)(t; X; a):u(t; X; Z) = w(t; X; Z)(by (92)). So (X;Z)0 = (u; w)(t; X; Z):Sine �(0) = x = X(0); �(0) = Z(0; x; a) = Z(0);it follows that � = X, � = Z, whih ompletes the proof of (91). Let usnow show (92). We have�tZ(t; x; a) = Z a0 �t(t; x; b)db = � Z a0 rx:(v)(t; x; b)db44



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONS= � Z a0 (v:rx)(t; x; b)db� Z a0 (rx:v)(t; x; b)db = I1 + I2;where I1 = � Z a0 u(t; x; Z(t; x; b)):rx(t; x; b)db= � Z a0 u(t; x; Z(t; x; b)):rx�aZ(t; x; b)db= �rxZ(t; x; a):u(t; x; Z(t; x; a)) +rxZ(t; x; a = 0):u(t; x; Z(t; x; a = 0))+ Z a0 �zu(t; x; Z(t; x; b)):rxZ(t; x; b)(t; x; b)db;where the boundary term at a = 0 vanishes (sine Z(t; x; a = 0) = 0).I2 = � Z a0 rx:(u(t; x; Z(t; x; b)))(t; x; b)db= Z a0 (�zw)(t; x; Z(t; x; b))�aZ(t; x; b)db:� Z a0 (�zu)(t; x; Z(t; x; b)):(rxZ)(t; x; b)db:Thus I1 + I2 = �rxZ(t; x; a):u(t; x; Z(t; x; a)) + w(t; x; Z(t; x; a));whih ompletes the proof of (92).Let us now show that the divergene-free vetor �eld(t; x; z) 2 [0; T ℄� [0; 1℄2 � [0; 1℄! (u(t; x; z); w(t; x; z)) 2 R3 ;almost reahes the target H in the sense thatZ[0;1℄2�[0;1℄ j�(T; x; z)�H(x)j2dxdz ! 0; (93)as �! 0. We set Æ2 = Z j�(T; x; z)�H(x)j2dxdz= Z j�(T; x; Z(0; x; a))�H(x)j2(0; x; a)dxda= Z jX(T; x; a)�H(x)j2(0; x; a)dxda45



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONS(aording to (91)), where(0; x; a) = Z �2;�(x; i(b))T;�(a� b)dbis highly onentrated along x = i(a) for most of the x 2 [0; 1℄2. We haveÆ � Æ0 + Æ00 whereÆ02 = Z jX(T; x; a)�H(i(a))j2(0; x; a)dxda;Æ002 = Z jH(x)�H(i(a))j2(0; x; a)dxda:We an rewriteÆ002 = Z jH(x)�H(i(a))j2T;�(a� b)�2;�(x; i(b))dbdxda:If H 0 denotes a molli�ation of H, thenZ jH 0(x)�H 0(i(a))j2T;�(a� b)�2;�(x; i(b))dbdxda� C 0 Z jx� i(a)j2T;�(a� b)�2;�(x; i(b))dbdxda;where C 0 denotes any onstant depending only on H 0, 1 and 2,� C 0 Z (jx� i(b)j2 + ji(b)� i(a)j2)T;�(a� b)�2;�(x; i(b))dbdxda� C 0(�2 + Z ji(b)� i(a)j2T;�(a� b)dbda);whih tends to 0 as �! 0, H 0 being �xed. Sine,Z (jH 0(x)�H(x)j2 + jH 0(i(a))�H(i(a))j2)T;�(a� b)�2;�(x; i(b))dbdxda= 2 Z jH 0(x)�H(x)j2dx;we dedue that Æ00 ! 0 as �! 0. Let us now look at Æ0. Sine�tX(t; x; a) = v(t; X(t; x; a); a)and �t+rx:(v) = 0;46



MINIMAL GEODESICS AND THE EULER EQUATIONS(T; x; a) is nothing but the image measure of (0; x; a) by the map (x; a)!(X(t; x; a); a). ThusÆ0 = Z jx�H(i(a))j2(T; x; a)dxda= Z jx�H(i(a))j2T;�(a� b)�2;�(x;H(i(b)))dbdxda;whih an be estimated in an even simpler way than Æ00 and ompletes theproof of (93).So far, we have found a smooth divergene free vetor �eld (t; x; z) 2[0; T ℄� [0; 1℄2� [0; 1℄! (u(t; x; z); w(t; x; z)), with integral urves (t; x; z)!(�(t; x; z); �(x; y; z)), suh that�(t; x; Z(0; x; a)) = X(t; x; a)and Z j�(T; x; z)�H(x)j2dxdz ! 0as �! 0. We may now resale this �eld by setting~u(t; x; z) = u(t; x; �N(z)); ~w(t; x; z) = �0N (z)�1w(t; x; �N(z));where N > 0 is a large integer, �N is the 2N�1 periodi Lipshitz ontinuousfuntion de�ned by�N(z) = min(Nz; 2�Nz); 0 � z � 2N�1:The orresponding integral urves are denoted by (~�; ~�). Sinew(t; x; z = 0) = w(t; x; z = 1) = 0;supt;x;z j~�(t; x; z)� zj � N�1holds true and, therefore,Z (j~�(T; x; z)�H(x)j2 + j~�(T; x; z)� zj2)dxdz ! 0;as � and N�1 tend to 0. This shows that the �eld (~u; ~w) almost reahes thetarget h(x; z) = (H(x); z) in the L2 norm. Next,Z (j~u(t; x; z)j2+ ~w2(t; x; z))dtdxdz = Z (ju(t; x; z)j2+N�2w2(t; x; z))dtdxdz;47
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